I On not listening
My aunt attended an Indian Residential School in the early 1950s. She told me not to write about them. In fact, she advised me to stay away from the subject altogether. She said it would only bring me heartache. The experience had killed the spirits of so many people. She didn't want me to be infected by its insidious force. She worried it would drag me down, and would never produce anything positive. She gave me this counsel over twenty years ago. This was when I first started teaching in law schools.
I have not been very successful in following my aunt's advice throughout the years. This article is yet another demonstration of my failure to listen to the wisdom of my elders. I found that residential schools produced horrors which cannot be ignored. Young boys and girls from my reserve were raped by priests, other school children, and school employees.
1 These young people learned shame, humiliation, compassion, forgiveness, and hate. They grew up and eventually became my elders, friends, and relatives. Most endured the pain of these violations their entire lives. Many are now dead, some prematurely, and some by their own hand, their deaths hastened by these harrowing experiences.
2 Some of these people were also beaten and emotionally belittled, and they lost their language, culture, and sense of self-worth. They lived in the shadows of society. Most were not adequately prepared for any meaningful career opportunities and many had difficulty successfully integrating within their communities when they returned home.
Of course, this is not the entire story. Some of my elders have chosen not to acknowledge deep loss but instead focus on what they gained. They report having positive and uplifting experiences in these institutions -they get by. Despite being neglected, starved, and degraded, they are adamant that residential schools did not cause them harm. Others say they genuinely benefited from their attendance at boarding schools. They report that their families were a mess and that the schools provided a welcome respite from chaos at home. Yet others, who came from stable and loving homes, also have good things to say about their experiences. They tell me their education reinforced and built upon the positive things they learned from their parents and community. They say they received many valuable academic and life skills which served them well through the years. They generally prospered. While such people seem to be in the minority, I try to never underestimate their perspectives when contemplating residential schools. 3 Given these conflicting experiences and responses, I have struggled to identify my responsibilities to those affected by residential schools. I don't seem to be alone in my efforts. Courts, churches, and governments have all grappled with the issue of responsibility for residential schools in various ways. 4 They express differing views about the roots and/or though follow-through has been exceedingly problematic. 7 Thus, in the hopes of strengthening existing commitments and prompting the further execution of Canada's obligations in this field, this brief article discusses why Canadians in general, through the courts, churches, and governments, bear responsibilities to those who were harmed attending residential schools in Canada. Particular emphasis is given to how we might better engage one another in further exploring this issue.
II Listening
In taking this stance, it is necessary to consider contrary viewpoints. One of the reasons residential schools were so troubling was that they tried to erase the agency of vulnerable people. If we have learned anything from this sad era it is that we must engage those who hold different worldviews when creating and administering law and policy. We must genuinely attend to deep differences to avoid manipulating or erasing others people's agency and strongly held cultural views. This approach should even be extended to people who are not vulnerable, as were the Though we must always remain attentive to how power is associated with or allotted to each voice, the legacy of residential schools counsels consideration of contrary views, even when they appear to be in the minority. Such a course respects all citizens' participation in public life and better facilitates public education through learning from various points of view. It is clear that many Canadians hold strong cultural beliefs about the general inappropriateness of addressing the past in meeting the challenges Indigenous peoples face today. In this respect, they echo Prime Minister Trudeau's sentiments about his government's infamous 1969 White Paper, which proposed turning away from the past and abolishing legal distinctions between Indigenous peoples and other Canadians: 9 'We will be just in our time. That is all we can do. We will be just today.' 10 The attractiveness of this idea has been noted by many others in Canadian academic, legal, and political life.
11 In fact, this notion continues to motivate opposition in our present circumstances, particularly when remedies for past harms might enhance Indigenous peoples' collective rights over their individual freedoms.
12 These views should not be 13 His writing captures the tone of many who broadly question the need to assume responsibility for historic harms in ways that augment tribal life.
14 While Best ultimately implies that Canadians possess affirmative responsibilities to Indians, he nevertheless questions the wisdom of strongly rooting such responsibilities in harms found in Canada's past and supporting Indigenous peoples as groups in the process. 15 In this regard, in his letter to the editor he wrote:
Ruth Farquhar wants to 'hold us accountable for our actions' in relation to residential school wrongs and mistreatment of aboriginals 'from the beginning of colonization.'
Who is 'us?' Is it the completely blameless descendants of the people who long ago did these bad things? Is it the millions of new Canadians (half the population of the country now) from Asia, Eastern Europe, Africa and the Caribbean whose ancestors weren't even here when these things happened? How are these people to blame? Exactly how would the stern and censorious Farquhar have us all 'account?' . . .
Farquhar, Atleo and all the other aboriginal elites who engage in this relentless blame game should reconsider the wisdom and efficacy of constantly accusing their fellow Canadians of racism and genocide. These are false and insulting accusations and they inhibit reconciliation, rather than promoting it.
Instead of looking backwards all the time, they should be focusing on the future and suggesting concrete ways by which the tragic demoralization and dependency of our aboriginal peoples can be ended.
They should be looking at the reservation system itself, the Indian Act and all the special race-based laws relating to aboriginals, all of which comprise the fundamental cause of this demoralization and dependency, and they should be demanding that these things be abolished, so that aboriginal-Canadians can finally be equal with other Canadians in rights and responsibilities. This is the best path to aboriginal pride and self-sufficiency and to reconciliation with their fellow Canadians. 16 There are different ways of characterizing Best's position. On the one hand, he casts himself as an advocate for those who are vulnerable and politically oppressed -Indians who are 'unjustly' distinguished from 'other Canadians' because of their legal status and reserve entitlements. 17 Best's opinion captures many of the concerns expressed in online and other forms when this issue is discussed. Yet, from another perspective, his views could be considered politically oppressive. They seem to counsel diminishing the rights of a vulnerable minority who are seeking accountability and group recognition as remedies for historic and ongoing harms. The complementary, competing, and even contradictory layers of meaning which might be found in this and other responses to residential schools must be acknowledged and evaluated.
Best's letter was in response to an article published by Ruth Farquhar in the same paper, two days previously. Farquhar discussed Ian Mosby's research, which revealed that federal government employees experimented with malnourished residential school children to understand the effects of their condition. 18 In 1947, when government researchers learned that malnutrition was widespread in these institutions, they ensured that milk allowances were kept at the same low level for two years at certain schools to establish a baseline of information against which they could measure the results of increased nutritional supplements. It's hard to read that we, our government, deliberately tried to destroy First Nations, but it's not hard to believe it. Just go back and track the deliberate abuse and maltreatment of aboriginal peoples from the beginning of colonization.
All you have to do is read the comment sections of any article on the experiments or any article that attempts to hold us accountable for our actions to see that many people believe the past is the past and there is nothing we can do about it now.
That's an easy way out, isn't it? But ask anyone who has ever been abused and you will see that the past isn't the past. As the chief of the Assembly of First Nations Shawn Atleo says, 'the past isn't the past. It remains with us to this day' . . .
The irony is that half of First Nations children live in poverty today. And that fact is part of our legacy. As the AFN said, 'Canada this is your history. We must confront the ugly truth and move forward together.'
Only then can we put the past in the past.
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These comments reveal another layer of meaning in the debates surrounding residential schools. Farquhar questions the past-tense characterization of harm experienced by Indigenous peoples in Canada. She points out that their legal and political challenges, while rooted in the past, are not just historic. As Ms Farquhar predicted, her column unleashed an avalanche of online comments which largely took issue with the notion that Canadians bear responsibility for harms suffered in residential schools. 21 In addition, as noted, the Sudbury Star printed Peter Best's letter, which further critiqued Canadian policies related to applying collective remedies to address historic harms in this field.
It is possible to read Ms Farquhar as supporting residential school survivors, which is how I understand her views. However, many who took issue with her column believe that governmental responsibility for past harm creates fresh damage in present circumstances because it further separates Native peoples from other Canadians and fosters dependency in the process. They say it creates solidarity among Indigenous peoples as a group and undermines their general absorption into the broader Canadian polity. This exchange provides a glimpse into the vast gulf of opinion which often characterizes discussions related to Canada's responsibility for past harms. 22 It shows the abrasive nature of debate which can surround this issue. It also demonstrates that differences of opinion can themselves be internally complex and require further analysis. III On not being responsible Thus, to further understand these issues, we might ask how engagement with this issue might be pursued in more productive ways. We could consider some of reasons that could be given to support those who oppose Canada's current assumption of obligations to former Indian Residential School students.
First, some might think that residential schools were, on balance, more helpful than harmful to Indigenous peoples and Canada as a whole. Since Indigenous languages and cultures were greatly weakened by boarding schools, it might be argued, this puts current and future generations of Indigenous peoples in a better position than would be the case if they had continued to be marked by more radical differences. 23 in society more generally. 24 While such arguments could fully concede that individualized abuse was tragic and inexcusable, it might be said that Indigenous peoples are collectively better prepared to deal with future contingencies because a majority now speak the same language as their neighbours and better understand Canada's dominant cultural values. This will make it easier to obtain education, employment, housing, health care, and other benefits, so the argument goes, because Indigenous peoples will be more competitive when they seek to participate in society more generally. The diminishment of separate Indian cultures through the residential school's assistance will eventually make it easier for Indigenous peoples to finance mortgages, invest in businesses, and attain public office alongside their non-Native neighbours. Under this argument there would be little need to acknowledge responsibility to those who attended residential school because the benefits that former students and their ancestors receive will eventually outweigh the (admittedly high) costs of those who suffered harm within them.
Second, some might argue that courts, churches, and governments should not bear responsibilities for residential schools because of the exceptionally high cost of remedying these harms. They may say that, in a world of scarce resources, we must be concerned with how we invest for the future. It is estimated that the Federal Residential Schools Settlement Process will cost Canadians over $4 billion. 25 Passing along this amount of money to those who are not always in the best position to invest is thought to be irresponsible because many Indigenous people do not have access to the financial experts and information necessary to put such resources to their highest and best uses. Worry about how an influx of such money might further harm communities has also been part of the discourse. Sometimes these concerns also lament the development of a self-serving and parasitic 'Indian industry,' which they allege has grown up around the acquisition, expenditure, and investment of these funds. 26 Passing money along to those whose interests are focused on remedying grievances and 'fostering a culture of guilt' is said to be counter-productive for Canadian taxpayers' interests more generally. 27 Furthermore, the high opportunity costs of administering this kind of remedial system could be said to inhibit churches, governments, and other Canadians from pursuing other (better) investment strategies which would have the potential to help broader groups of Canadians (including Indigenous peoples). Third, some may think that courts, churches, and governments should not impose responsibilities on Canadians more generally to remedy residential school harms because what happened at these schools is not the fault of most Canadians living today. Thus, having to pay for remedies stemming from residential school would be immoral, it might be said, because the majority of present and future citizens and parishioners had nothing to do with their design and operation. Imposing costs on such people implies that present generations are liable for the actions of prior generations, who may not share the same ancestry or commitments as those in the past. 'Children should not be guilty for the sins of their fathers,' so the arguments goes. 28 Since most Canadians did not actively support residential schools, it would be wrong to hold them liable for something in which they were never involved. As Peter Best asks in the passage above: 'How are these people to blame?' when they did not countenance or participate in the harms that occurred within these institutions? 29 Fourth, in addition to the above arguments, it could be said that we must be cautious in assuming or assigning responsibility for what transpired in residential schools because feeling responsible for Indians got us into this mess in the first place. Past generations of Canadians, through their churches and governments, felt responsible for providing educational and other programs for Indians. The steps taken in response to these assumed obligations produced grave damage. Past failures in assuming duties toward others should make us extremely cautious when attempting to act in other peoples' interest in the present day, so the argument would go. It might be asked: how are we to have any confidence in our good intentions and actions in assuming responsibility for Indians today, given our prior failures? 
IV On being responsible
The above arguments contain important insights which should be incorporated into law and policy dealing with residential schools. There is also much to take issue with.
The first set of arguments appropriately acknowledges that Indigenous peoples must obtain a higher standard of education, employment, housing, and health care in society. The realization of this goal will enable them to provide a higher standard of living for themselves and others with whom they associate. There is too much poverty, misery, and social dysfunction associated with diminished socio-economic opportunities. 30 Drastic changes are needed to ensure that Indigenous peoples can cooperate and compete with others to raise their standard of living. However, breaking down Indigenous cultures to facilitate such changes is a questionable enterprise.
We need not assume that strengthening Indigenous languages, culture, and political self-determination represents an inherent barrier to Indigenous development. It is possible to be strongly rooted in particular cultures and traditions yet meaningfully participate in the broader world. Many groups and individuals across the globe enjoy significant material, social, and spiritual prosperity while clinging tightly to their ethnic identities and political distinctiveness, even when they are in the minority. 31 In fact, research shows that Indigenous cultural and linguistic proficiency builds confidence and creates a bulwark against social dysfunction.
32 Participation in meaningful cultural experiences can build strong social and psychological resources within individuals and communities, 33 including those which occur in respectful crosscultural contexts. 34 Thus, it is not backward-looking to strengthen and elaborate cultural, linguistic, and political differences as long as these goals are also directed toward the attainment of higher levels of education, employment, health, capital, and political participation. Indigenous people in universities, the legal profession, government, and the so-called private sector are effectively combining these goals and benefiting themselves and Canada more generally. This is also occurring in less formal settings, including the home, community, and churches, though much more remains to be done. Residential schools did not build this kind of confidence within Indigenous societies. They attacked the heart and soul of peoples' attachment to their cultures, communities, and families. They made it more difficult for Aboriginal people to regard their place in the world with pride, as the schools undermined students' social roots. Thus, there are many problems with the view that Indigenous peoples are better off because their languages and cultures were weakened through residential schools. In response to the second argument, it is important to fully acknowledge the inefficiencies generated through residential school settlements. The lost opportunity costs which such settlements impose on the Canadian economy are not insignificant. The payment of large sums of money to elders and other residential school survivors means this money is not available to build much needed infrastructure, pay down the national debt, or finance education, health care, or social services. This represents a loss to Canada and Indigenous peoples more generally, which erodes our international competitiveness and diminishes our ability to enhance and assist those who are in need, both now and in the future. At the same time, the imposition of liability for harm can facilitate efficiency. A risk of future financial penalties can create incentives for governments to take greater care in providing services which promote the public good in ways which do not damage their citizens. This task of establishing these incentives is not limited to a point in time. As knowledge of harm evolves over time, governments will have incentives to continually improve service delivery if they are found liable for their actions. This approach may also promote a general public perception of the moral and legal rectitude of the Crown, through mechanisms which facilitate accountability. It says that we can trust our governments to redress their wrongs, which could positively affect citizen engagement in future state processes. 35 Thus, we should not always call liability 'inefficient' when measuring the costs of settlements related to government harm.
Furthermore, when considering this issue, we must also recognize that concepts of efficiency compete with principles of fairness, justice, and representation in a democratic society. Societies are not built solely to be investment vehicles. While efficiency and economic performance must never be undervalued, disparaged, or dismissed, a nation fills other roles in binding its people together. The Supreme Court of Canada described the values of a free and democratic society in this way: 'respect for the inherent dignity of the human person, commitment to social justice and equality, accommodation of a wide variety of beliefs, respect for cultural and group identity, and faith in social and political institutions which enhance the participation of individuals and groups in society.'
36 Canada would be diminished if we failed to pursue these values because of their high cost. While strong economic performance may help advance these goals, wealth alone does not produce justice. In fact, wealth can even be used to perpetrate subordination and undermine individual and collective well-being. Justice must be pursued by real human beings devoted to that task, in less-than-perfect contexts. Those who work to facilitate Canada's economic and social values are necessary to a healthy polity. Unfortunately, respect for human rights and economic well-being is not created without great effort. We should never overlook the vital public services necessary to negotiate, settle, disperse, and account for harm. Without competing voices and independent checks and balances in civic life, including those that deal with Indigenous issues, Canada would be diminished as a country. Critics and champions must all participate, alongside those with more nuanced views. As the Supreme Court of Canada observed in the Quebec Secession Reference: 'Inevitably there will be dissenting voices. A democratic system of government is committed to considering those dissenting voices, and seeking to acknowledge and address those voices in the laws by which all the community must live.' 37 The third cluster of arguments makes the important point that individuals must generally be judged by and bear the consequences of their own actions. Individuals should not be liable for harms caused by others. schools did not face personal liability in the Indian Residential School litigation. Nevertheless, some object to the Indian Residential Schools Settlement because they believe it imposes fiscal liabilities on innocent taxpayers in the present day. Despite culpable governments, the critique is that individual citizens today are blameless in relation to past government actions. Of course, the presumption of innocence is a key idea in Canadian law. This concept underlies most criminal and civil law concepts in Canada. This principle enhances certainty for individuals entering into personal, professional, and other relationships, knowing that they can generally count on not being liable for the mistakes of others. At the same time, the law also facilitates collective action and collective responsibility. If a corporation breaches a contract, commits a tort, or violates the criminal law, the entire structure may suffer, even if only one or two individuals are to blame. Shareholders, management, and employees may bear the consequences of someone else's illegal action, even if most individuals within the group are blameless. The same holds true for governments. A democratic nation cannot escape the consequences of its actions by arguing that its citizens were not individually responsible for its deeds. Furthermore, since countries exist through time, there are often no clear dividing lines between the past and the present when considering the issue of harm. Nations are intergenerational, even if citizens are not biologically related through time. Knowledge that a segment of the population may be harmed through law and policy may only come to light years after such laws were promulgated. To limit measurements and responsibilities for harm to any one particular generation fails to take account of the scale of human power vested in nation states. Finally, the fourth set of arguments properly counsels humility. Assuming we have responsibility for others can itself be problematic; it can be condescending and paternalistic. Who are we to say that others want us to be responsible for or to them? Of course, we could always ask or listen to Indigenous peoples and respond to this question based on what they say. Since many Indigenous leaders and a good number of former residential school students have affirmed that governments bear responsibility for residential schools, this may help us examine whether Canada has acted properly in relation to this issue. Nevertheless, even if there is sufficient agreement regarding Canada's responsibility to act in the face of residential school harms, we might still ask whether such responsibility can ever be effectively exercised. In the face of the profound damage suffered by Indigenous peoples through past government action, how are we to know whether our actions are any more enlightened today? In the residential schools settlement process it is possible that we may be doing more harm than good, despite our best intentions otherwise. The answer to this question can never be crafted with certainty, given that the passage of time is necessary to measure the consequences of our actions.
However, as noted, the residential schools settlement process differs significantly from past attempts by the nation state to assume responsibility for Indigenous peoples. Over 12 000 Indigenous peoples filed legal claims against the Canadian government before the Settlement Agreement was finalized.
38 This represented approximately 10 per cent of the surviving residential school population. 39 Furthermore, over 105 000 former residential school students have sought recognition under a 'common experience' category since the Settlement Agreement came into effect. 40 This high level of engagement demonstrates that many Indigenous peoples have affirmatively claimed governments have a responsibility for the harms they suffered. 41 The representative nature of the agreement is further manifest when we add to these numbers the involvement of the Assembly of First Nations and other Aboriginal organizations in the negotiation of the settlement process. Indigenous peoples also worked within churches, the media, and governments to bring this process to fruition, further increasing the involvement of Aboriginal peoples in the agreement. While the final agreement may yet prove harmful to Indigenous peoples through the eyes of future observers in some unforeseen way, at least in this instance, Canada's assumption of responsibility seems to be attentive to those who were and are most directly affected by its actions. The same cannot be said for most policies Canada has pursued throughout its history, or even today, which assumed and assume responsibility for Indigenous peoples, without their meaningful involvement. This is seen in the Indian Act's continuing operation, removing governance, education, commercial, and other powers through its provisions, rendering illegal traditional hunting, fishing, and other resource gathering activities; and in relocations, removals, the White Paper of the 1960s, the continuing child-welfare scoop, the taking of 41 An important qualification of this point is that at least some Indigenous people who received payments under the settlement might not have regarded this money as settlement for the harms they suffered. The common experience payments were explicitly offered on a 'without prejudice' basis, without admission of any liability by the government.
Aboriginal lands, the denial of Aboriginal title, and the diminishment of Indigenous treaty rights. Most arguments against residential school redress do not generally deny that Indigenous peoples suffered harm in these institutions. They merely take issue with the scope, cost, fairness, and appropriateness of addressing them. The fact remains that harms occurred, and I have little doubt that debate surrounding remedying historic injustice faced by Indigenous peoples will continue. This brief article has canvassed a sampling of arguments which could be made for and against assuming responsibility for residential school harms: the list and responses are not exhaustive. I have attempted to capture the tone of such arguments to highlight the importance of considering divergent points of view when creating and implementing law and policy concerning Indigenous peoples. I have also tried to engage with these points of view in a constructive way, without dismissing them out of hand. I hope that those who are opposed to redress for Indigenous people or to the strengthening of their languages, cultures, laws, and political self-determination will consider taking a similar approach in their work. V 
Respectful responsibility
In this spirit, I conclude this brief article by suggesting that Indigenous peoples' own laws and political traditions could be applied to further address the responsibilities we have toward one another in Canada. 42 Indigenous laws and philosophies provide important standards for judgment. They represent an aspect of process pluralism called for elsewhere in this issue. 43 They constructively unsettle conventional legal approaches to law and politics in Canada because they provide practically creative alternatives for overcoming challenges faced in this field. 44 In this light, they contain useful criteria for evaluating procedural and substantive approaches for dealing with harm in ways that can be less adversarial. The best Indigenous law practitioners creatively contend with diverse viewpoints in answering the questions they face. 45 This is necessary because Indigenous law has many sources, is subject to healthy disagreements, and is a living, dynamic resource for reasoning. 46 These resources function most effectively when applied to real life challenges like those discussed in this paper. An example of the application of Anishinaabe law demonstrates how one might meaningfully accept responsibility for harms flowing from residential schools. 47 It comes from the lives of four prominent Anishinaabe leaders: Phil Fontaine (former Assembly of First Nations Grand Chief and co-architect of the 2005 Indian Residential Schools Agreement), Bert Fontaine (Sagkeeng First Nation leader and Phil's brother), Tobasonakwut Kinew (Anishinaabe elder and pipe carrier), and Fred Kelly (Anishinaabe elder and Indian Residential Schools Agreement negotiation team member). They recognized the need to change their tone and approach to how they dealt with their residential school experiences. In doing so, they followed Anishinaabe customs and traditions related to reconciliation and forgiveness. 48 They followed this course despite the grave harms they suffered because they recognized that, in seeking redress, they too frequently overstated their case and injured others. Thus, they sought forgiveness and apologized to those they hurt in a public and ceremonial setting. This occurred on 14 April 2012 when they adopted Catholic Archbishop James Weisgerber of Winnipeg as their brother in a traditional ceremony at Thunderbird House in Winnipeg, Manitoba. 49 During the ceremony, Phil Fontaine offered a personal apology to both the Catholic Church and Archbishop Weisgerber. Chief Fontaine took responsibility for his public reactions to his personal residential school experience which 'overshadowed the goodness of many people.' 50 He said,
My bitterness and anger hurt many good people dedicated to our well being and I only focused on the people who hurt us . . . I tarred everyone with the same brush and I was wrong. As you apologized to me on more than one occasion, I apologize to you. 51 This apology relates to a concern expressed earlier by Mr Best, which was that overly broad, false, and insulting accusations inhibit and do not promote reconciliation. 52 Phil Fontaine and his friends embodied the truth that relentlessly blaming others for harm is not wise or fair. Their words and actions indicate that indiscriminate reproach for other's actions is culturally, morally, legally, and politically inappropriate. While these men variously faced sexual, physical and other abuses in residential schools, they recognized that the harms they received did not justify their mistreatment of others. Their application of Anishinaabe tradition illustrates the importance of resolving conflicts in more nuanced, subtle ways. A newspaper reporter described the ceremony surrounding the assumption of responsibility as follows:
The men shared a ceremonial pipe to the sounds of singing and drumming and exchanged gifts. The archbishop received a blanket decorated with the four colours of the Anishinaabe people while he presented his four new brothers with rosaries.
The ceremony, called Naabaagoondiwin, is traditionally carried out by families to welcome a new relative or to welcome newcomers into their territory or bring peace between warring nations, feuding families or rival villages. We humans are weak, petty, intolerant, and likely to give offence, even when attempting to pursue what we believe to be right. We need to own that fact and be prepared to admit our public and private faults and weaknesses, and the partiality of our approaches in making law and policy. The recognition of responsibilities for the harms generated through residential schools is a step in the right direction in acknowledging this truth. If we can find ways to more broadly recognize this fact and make it a constructive part of our nation's political and legal life, we may find ourselves benefiting from our differing opinions in ways which transcend our own narrow interests.
